
PANORAMA CITY: Cars drive on Woodman Avenue along a culvert where rainwater runoff is directed to a leach field on the side of the
street. — AP photos

CAPE CANAVERAL: Technology
entrepreneur Elon Musk’s SpaceX
will attempt to land its next Falcon
9 rocket on a barge in the Pacific
Ocean, seeking another milestone
a month after landing a booster on
the ground in a spaceflight first,
the company said on Friday. The
Falcon 9 rocket, carrying a NASA
ocean-monitoring satellite, is slat-
ed to blast off from Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California on Jan. 17.

About two minutes after liftoff,
the first stage of the rocket will
separate, flip around, fire engines
to slow its fall, deploy landing legs
and attempt to touchdown on a
floating landing pad in the Pacific
Ocean. SpaceX has tried ocean
landings twice without success,
but officials are optimistic after the
company last month safely
returned a Falcon 9 booster to a
landing pad at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station in Florida.

Accomplishing an ocean land-
ing will give the California-based
SpaceX flexibility to recover its
boosters from a wider variety of
space missions. The firm, owned
and operated by Musk, wants to
refurbish and refly its rockets,
potentially slashing launch costs.

Similar efforts are underway by
fellow tech titan Jeff Bezos’ rocket

company, Blue Origin, as well as
industry stalwart United Launch
Alliance, a partnership of Lockheed
Martin and Boeing. For now,
SpaceX is concentrating on reusing
just the first stage of its Falcon
rockets, which sell for about $61
million, the company’s website
shows.

Of that, only about $200,000 is
for fuel, Musk said at the American
Geophysical Union conference in
San Francisco last month. “With
reusable rockets, we can reduce
the cost of access to space by
probably two orders of magni-
tude,” or a factor of 100, Musk said
at the conference.

SpaceX eventually wants to
return the rocket’s second-stage
for reuse as well. The rocket slated
to launch NASA’s Jason-3 satellite is
an older version of the rocket that
flew last month and does not have
the power to attempt a touch-
down on land, SpaceX said. The
booster that landed on Dec. 21 will
be test-fired in Florida, but proba-
bly not re-flown, Musk told
reporters after the landing. He said
the company likely would attempt
re-launch of another recovered
rocket in 2016. SpaceX has more
than 60 missions on its schedule,
worth about $8 billion. — Reuters 

SpaceX to retry ocean rocket 
landing after success on land

SAN DIEGO: Much of the torrential rain that
fell on Southern California this week flowed
right into the ocean, just like it did before
the state’s epic drought. That seemed like a
good idea for many years, as storm drains
provided a crucial defense against flooding.
But with California entering what may be a
fifth year of drought, water agencies are
slowly moving to capture and store more of
this precious resource.

“That was the 19th, 20th century think-
ing: ‘Let’s get that water out of here as fast
as possible,’” said Deborah Bloome, senior
director of policy at TreePeople, a nonprofit
group that is working to increase rain cap-
ture in the Los Angeles area. Now people
are more likely to see a rapidly disappearing
flood - nearly 3 inches fell on much of
Southern California this week - as a wasted
opportunity.

The State Water Resources Control
Board approved a broad plan Wednesday
for capturing more rain. The regulator is
launching a road show this month to
explain how it will dole out $200 million for
projects to collect rain, part of a $7.5-billion
water bond voters approved in November
2014. The city of Los Angeles expects to col-
lect 3.3 billion more gallons a year from
projects now under construction, and even-
tually plans to capture 20 billion more gal-
lons than the 10 billion it collects during

normal years and up to 26 billion gallons
during wet years. Still, many believe more
can be done, through projects large and
small.

‘Enormous potential 
“This is a source of water that has been

neglected for far too long,” said Peter Gleick,
president of the Pacific Institute, which
authored a 2014 report with the Natural

Resources Defense Council that estimated
urban California could capture an additional
630,000 acre feet of rain a year, roughly
enough for 1.2 million households. “It is
untapped, and it has enormous potential.”

Southern California imports a lion’s
share of its water from Northern California
and the Colorado River, on aqueducts that
stretch hundreds of miles. The drought has
slashed water consumption across the state

and renewed interest in developing new
water sources, like recycling and seawater
desalination.

California’s rainy season usually runs
from January to early March with short but
intense storms, creating a limited window.
Parched Southern California needs the
water most, and has long had reservoirs to
capture some of it. But much of the water
dumped by El Nino’s storms streamed
down gutters and curbs through a concrete
jungle, into drains that go through treat-
ment plants and finally into the Pacific.

Los Angeles County captured 3.2 billion
gallons during this week’s storms as of
Thursday afternoon, largely through 27
holding ponds, said Steven Frasher, a
spokesman for the public works depart-
ment. Water from the Los Angeles and San
Gabriel rivers flowed into fields that perco-
late into aquifers for future pumping.

The Orange County Water District,
which relies on rain capture for about 10
percent of its supplies to 2.4 million people
south of Los Angeles, collected about 3.3
billion gallons from this week’s storms as of
Thursday afternoon. The captured water
flows into the Army Corps of Engineers’
Prado Dam and is slowly released 11 miles
downstream on the Santa Ana River, to
ponds that seep into an aquifer. The rest
goes into the ocean.  — AP

MIAMI: The gut microbes of the
Iceman, a 5,300-year-old mummy
found frozen in a European glacier in
1991, have shed new light on the his-
tory of human migration, scientists
said Thursday. Researchers thawed the
mummy of the man, also known as
Otzi, who was killed by an arrow when
he was between 40 and 50 years old
and hiking across the Otztal Alps
between modern-day Italy and
Austria.

When they tested the contents of
his stomach, they found a bacterium
called Helicobacter pylori, an age-old
pathogen that has evolved into differ-
ent strains according to the region of
the world in which it is found. 

About half the people on the plan-
et harbor the bacterium in their stom-
achs. It can cause ulcers or gastroin-
testinal distress and is typically spread
among children when they play in the
dirt. While researchers cannot be sure
if the Iceman was sick due to the infec-

tion, they were intrigued by their
analysis of the geographic history of
the bacterium.

“Surprisingly, a strain of bacterium
in his gut shares ancestry with an
Asian strain,” said the study in the US
journal Science. “In contrast to the fact
that most modern Europeans harbor a
strain ancestral to North African
strains.”  If the stomach contents of the
Iceman are a good reflection of
Europeans 5,300 years ago, the analy-
sis suggests that African migration
had not yet resulted in intermingling
with the Asian strain of the bacterium.

“This one genome has put things
into wonderful perspective for us,” said
Yoshan Moodley, a researcher at the
University of Venda in South Africa.
“We can say now that the waves of
migration that brought these African
Helicobacter pylori into Europe had
not occurred or at least not occurred
in earnest by the time the Iceman was
around.” — AFP
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Iceman’s gut microbes shed 
light on human migration      

PARIS: Scientists initiated Friday a last-
chance maneuver to contact a long-silent
robot-lab dropped more than a year ago
onto the surface of a comet hurtling
through our solar system. Part of the
European Space Agency’s Rosetta mis-
sion, the Philae probe has yielded spec-
tacular scientific results-and a few
moments of high drama-since its near
crash-landing onto comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko in
November 2014.

But it has been six months since mis-
sion control engineers at the German
Aerospace Centre in Darmstadt have
been in communication with Philae, and

the odds of reestablishing contact are
diminishing fast as the solar-powered
probe speeds away from the Sun. “The
last clear sign of life was received from
Philae on July 9, 2015,” the German Space
Agency said in a statement. “Since then it
has remained silent.”

Scientists sent a command to the
fridge-sized robot to spin up its flywheel,
initially used to stabilize the probe when
it landed. The hope is that so doing will
“shake dust from its solar panels and bet-
ter align it with the Sun”, explained tech-
nical project manager Koen Geurts. It is
also possible, however, that the com-
mand-routed through the Rosetta space-

craft orbiting the comet-will never even
reach Philae.

‘Desperate move’ 
Several further attempts will be made,

he added. “It’s an admittedly desperate
move,” Philippe Gaudon of the French
National Space Agency told AFP. “It is very
unlikely the robot will become functional
again.” Mission managers believe that one
of the lander’s two radio transmitters, and
one of its two receivers, have both failed.
Even the remaining ones may not be fully
functional.

The window of opportunity for mak-
ing contact with Philae will close defini-

tively toward the end of January, when
the comet and its companion hardware
will be some 300 million kilometers from
the Sun. That’s when the temperature is
likely to fall below minus 51 degrees
Celsius, the threshold beyond which
Philae can no longer operate.

The robot-probe-packed with nearly a
dozen instruments-landed on 67P after a
10-year, 6.5-billion-kilometre journey pig-
gybacking on mothership Rosetta. It
bounced several times on the craggy sur-
face before ending up at an angle in deep
shade, where it sent home some 60 hours
of data before going into standby mode
on November 15, 2014. The lander’s pow-

er pack was recharged as 67P drew closer
to the Sun on its elliptical orbit, and Philae
woke up on June 13. After that, it made
intermittent contact, uploading data, only
to fall silent again on July 9.

The ground-breaking mission was
conceived to learn more about the origins
of life on Earth. Comets are pristine left-
overs from the Solar System’s formation
some 4.6 billion years ago. Many experts
believe they smashed into our infant
planet, providing it with water and the
chemical building blocks for life. Philae
has found several organic molecules,
including four never before detected on a
comet. — AFP 

Last bid to contact space robot Philae

California raining: Finding
ways to fight drought

HOLLYWOOD: Jessica Jewell, a marketing manager for the nonprofit
TreePeople, kneels in a sunken “rain garden” in the front yard of a home where
rain water captured in a backyard cistern may be released during dry days.


